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How We remember them 

Our Christmas edition of Term Times 2018 is packed with a selection of the         

children’s Christmas nativities and celebrations, extra-curricular activities, 

trips, sporting achievements and so much more, all of which l am sure you 

will enjoy reading! 

 

The children and teaching staff have worked extremely hard since September, 

and their excellent achievements were recognised by the Ofsted Inspector on 

October 19
th

2018. Unfortunately, due to the current Inspection restrictions, 

we    couldn’t ask to convert to outstanding, as was previously allowed, but 

our  report reads as though we are! Governors and the Local Authority were       

delighted and impressed in equal measures by the achievements of the whole 

school community at Joy Lane.  We will of course continue to develop and  

improve the education for our children at Joy Lane and adapt to the many 

challenges and changes within our state education system to suit the needs 

of our community. 

 

We are very fortunate to have a great ‘Friends of Joy Lane’ team who work 

tirelessly to raise well-needed funds for our School and, most importantly, 

ensure that our children have fun at the same time! The Fireworks           

spectacular, children’s Christmas Shop, Father Christmas’ Grotto and     

Christmas Fair were amazing. Well done to one and all and a big thanks to 

them for giving their time so freely. 

 

As the end of 2018 comes to a close, the Staff, Governors and I would like to 

take this opportunity to wish you and your families, a very Merry Christmas 

and a happy, healthy New Year for 2019.   
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Harrier LODGE Care Home 

Primary Languages  

In April 2018, Children were invited by Care UK to name a suite in the new care home, Harrier Lodge, at the top 

of Borstal Hill. 

Joy Lane Primary School were successful and the   

winners visited Harrier Lodge, accompanied by Mrs 

Rafferty and Mrs Luckhurst. 

We wandered in the beautifully landscaped garden and 

investigated the pagoda in the fully wheelchair         

accessible outdoor space. We were introduced to the 

concept of ‘gardening pods’: small individual baskets in 

raised planters that can be removed by residents and 

taken into the purpose-built section of the lounge to be 

worked on if the resident is less able - totally inclusive 

and a wonderful idea! 

We were introduced to the brass lumps on the      

handrails that allow partially sighted residents to be 

more independent. The presence of the raised, brass 

bobble indicates a change in the direction of the corridor or a doorway where the handrail stops. 

The home has a number of improvements for residents who suffer from Dementia with various ‘role play’ areas 

full of items that residents may be familiar with from their earlier lives or careers to memory frames mounted 

outside single rooms. These frames hold collections of items and photographs that encompass the hobbies,  

interests and history of the person who lives in that room. They also had really cool, sparkling starlight panels 

above their baths to help people relax. 

It is a luxurious place whose residents will benefit from a café, a cinema and a hairdresser. The decorations in 

the rooms are beautiful …the adults were tempted to stay! 

We are very proud that our children have been part of this new development in our Community. The Oyster 

Suite is a perfect link to Whitstable’s Heritage and our own Joy Lane Oyster Catcher! 

Entente Cordiale 

A group of Year 5 pupils were lucky enough to represent Joy Lane Primary School at the Celebration of         

Primary Languages at St Augustine’s House, Christ Church University in Canterbury, with the vivacious and  

animated Gill Brundle.  

We set off enthusiastically in the JLPS Minibus to be greeted by 

Georgia and Emily, Year 2 University Language Students, at          

St Augustine’s House. We were led through a beautiful building to 

the Library Hall to join representatives from eight other primary 

schools. A fabulous way to whet children’s appetites for further 

study.  

We took part in workshops including: Spanish animals and bingo 

cards; naming the Greek Gods using the Greek alphabet and    

looking for the shape of letters from Alpha to Omega; Japanese  

colour bingo with signing and Japanese calligraphy; and German conversation about food . These were just a 

few of the 8 workshops available. I was challenged by some of the activities, but Joy Lane’s Year 5 made sure I 

understood the task and could join in – I was so proud of our ambassadors.  

Finally, one school put on a seasonal play in French, which we followed with enjoyment because the children 

were having such fun performing their playlet about Christmas Elves – the laughter was contagious.  

Thank you for a wonderful opportunity and to the children for letting me borrow their bookmark souvenirs.  

Ms Bell 

Year 5 marched to Whitstable Harbour 

with great anticipation as they were 

about to meet their French Pen Pals 

for the very first time. The French 

coach arrived and eager French     

students disembarked to meet their 

English Pen Pals. There was a slightly 

awkward moment as children used 

their crib sheets to say hello, ask after 

each other’s health and family before 

strolling through the market, harbour, 

along the beach and over the golf 

course to arrive just in time for lunch. 

What could be more iconic than ‘fish n 

chips’? After lunch, we played a      

selection of sports on the field before having to say goodbye to our Gallic guests all too soon. A few tears were 

shed but the disappointment was assuaged by the knowledge that we will Skype and write to each other. 

Entente Cordiale at its best. 

On Thursday, 11th October 2018, Year 5 were lucky enough to welcome a STEM 

Ambassador to tell us about Transport for London, Engineering and how to       

design, make and test air rockets. 

It was a fabulous day and children achieved success in designing, making and 

improving their rockets before a final competition between the three Year 5     

Classes. I am delighted to say that Dali 

Class won with a distance of 20.2 metres, 

but Da Vinci and Degas Classes put up stiff 

competition. 

The children came up with some captivating names such as Sky Assault, 

The Rocket Raider and United Universe. They worked together well in 

teams and produced some credible results. (We won’t even mention fair 

testing and changing the foot pump half way through the competition.) 

Thank you again to Mr Rawlings for continuing to support Joy Lane     

Primary School for Science and Design Technology with inspirational 

workshops. One boy in Degas Class said, ‘I wish I could stay at School and do more of this exciting practical!’ If 

only learning could always be this much fun! 

UP, UP AND AWAY 

Here at Joy Lane Primary School, we use ClassDojo to encourage positive behaviour 

and praise pupils for their work, sending real-time messages to parents to provide them 

with updates on what is happening at school. 

ClassDojo App is 100% free for parents. For more information, please talk to your child's 

teacher or contact the School Office for more information. 
 

Class Dojo interaction since September:  
 

Messages sent by teachers                  Photos and videos shared                    Family likes and comments  

93                                                              2299                                                          2541  

CLASS DOJo ApP! 



 

 

On Thursday, 1st November 2018, Year 5 bravely donned their coats, hoods and           

umbrellas to walk to St Alphege Church in Whitstable’s High Street. 

They looked at the features of the Church itself; the history of St Alphege, who 

was an Archbishop of Canterbury brutally killed by the Danes in 1012 AD; and 

how St Alphege fulfils its community spirit. 

Mrs Jane Bale and Reverend Rachel Webbley welcomed the three classes as 

they looked at the features and marvelled at the beautiful Church building. Year 5 

was especially lucky to see the poppy display on the clock tower – it was     

breath-taking and very moving to mark the centenary of the Armistice of World 

War 1. 

Year 5 VISIT ST ALPHEGE 

Timotes and Cossistrata, from Living History Workshops, enthralled an eager 

Year 5 audience as they revealed the fact and fiction about life in Ancient 

Greece. They told us how superstitious the Ancient Greeks were; the augers 

would look for signs from the family of gods and sacrifice animals to appease 

them. We learned about myths and legends, where Year 5 acted out the roles 

of heroes and gods. We learned where the word alphabet came from – Alpha 

and Beta are the first two letters of the Greek alphabet. 

Children were able to dress in almost authentic Greek costumes and hold          

reproductions of artefacts from the period. They even made a genuine Greek 

Fridge Magnet! 

Children acted out a scene from the Agora or market place, where daily tasks   

really did come to life. Street vendors sold their wares; Hippocrates promoted a 

healthy diet and exercise to maintain good health (which was very novel in those 

days); Socrates philosophised while politicians tried to win support but felt the   

retribution of dissatisfied voters. 

We watched a celebration in Athens as a procession visited the Parthenon to give 

thanks to Athena, the patron god of the City State of Athens, in stark contrast to 

the marching Phalanx of Sparta’s army. Finally, Year 5 entertained themselves by 

staging a play with a moral in the amphitheatre with music and dance. 

Thank you letters showed Timotes and Cossistrata what the children had learned 

about life in Ancient Greece, and we were delighted to see just how much they          

remembered. This was a wonderful introduction to our topic on Ancient Greece. 

LIVING HISTORY 

In Term One, Year One enjoyed a walk to the beach. We had two aims for this walk: The first 

was to see if there was any plastic we could collect to help look after our beach and the     

second was to inspire our Topic writing all 

about the beach.  

 

 

 

 

To kick start our topic on Celebrations, we all enjoyed writing          

invitations and  planning our very own Monster Bash at the end 

of our spooky week! 

Year 1 TOPIC WORK 

Two boys’ teams were entered into and travelled to UKC with Mr Good and Mrs Luckhurst in the school      
minibus. 
 

Team B comprised a very keen group of Year 5s who played 5 matches, winning 1, drawing 2 and losing 2. 
They narrowly failed to progress to the latter stages. Their effort and endeavour were a credit to the school - 
well done boys. 
 

Team A was made up of the initial School Team Squad who beat Reculver 6-1 the week before. 
 

In the group stage, they played 4 matches, winning 3 and losing 1. They progressed as group runners up. 
 

Quarter Final 0-0 against Reculver (winning 3-2 on penalties). 
Semi Final 0-1 against Herne Bay Jnrs. 
3rd/4th Play off 2-1 against Chartham. 
 
The players left with Bronze medals, finishing 3rd out of 23 teams – congratulations! 
 
SQUAD 
Zach K, Oran S, Sid A, Hayden R, Alfie S, Charlie B, Daniel P, Oscar T. (MOTM- Zach K) 
Ben S, Jake G, Jake B, Henry G, Jack P, Jasper M-A, Jake M. (MOTM- Jake B) 

JLPS FOOTBALL 

CAROL SINGING at ST PETER’S 

The residents of St. Peter’s Residential home joined in enthusiastically with the 

school choir as they serenaded them with a variety of popular Christmas songs 

and carols. The delight on the faces of the audience was a joy to behold, and 

we definitely brought an air of merriment to the home. The children were        

rewarded with a mince pie and drink, which they enjoyed sharing with the       

residents. 



 

 

Reception have been working hard over the past few weeks to 

learn the songs and dances for their wonderful rendition of the 

Christmas Nativity, in the form of ‘Robin’s Christmas           

Sing-along!’ In the story, Robin LOVES singing! (Almost as 

much as Joy Lane’s Reception children!) He happily joins in 

with all the festive Christmas music, but this doesn’t make him 

very     popular. The stars redeem the situation and take him to 

the Bethlehem stable, where he leads a Christmas sing-along 

with all the animals and characters from the play. Kline, Klee 

and Kandinsky shone like the brightest stars as they            

performed, wowing audiences! 

ROBIN’S CHRISTMAS SING-ALONG! 

DR MANNION VISITS YEAR 6 
On Friday 9th November, Dr Mannion (an expert in all things space-related) came to do a workshop for Year 6. 

We learnt about what causes the seasons, day and night; we also    

explored the relative sizes of the Sun and Earth. After looking at the 

relative sizes of the planets, we went outside to explore the relative   

distances between the planets. Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars were 

grouped close to the Sun before the remaining planets got further and 

further apart. Poor Pluto, the dwarf planet, was all the way up on the 

field! Finally, we looked at how long each planet takes to orbit the Sun. 

The children enjoyed the workshop immensely and it was a fantastic 

end to their first Science topic of the year, Space. 

OYSTERS AT THE PANTOMINE 

12 Days of Christmas 

CHRISTMAS TREE FESTIVAL 

Oysters enjoyed the Pantomime, Cinderella, at 

the Marlowe Theatre! 

On Wednesday 28th November, the children in 

Oysters enjoyed a very exciting trip to the    

Marlowe Theatre, courtesy of The Rotary Club. 

We travelled there by coach and took our seats 

to enjoy a spectacular show! Surprises included 

Cinderella’s coach being pulled by real-life   

miniature ponies and an amazing gymnastic display. The children 

thoroughly enjoyed all the routine gags (“It’s the law!” and the 

Ghost Bench Gag) as well as the delicious ice creams and ice lollies the Rotarians provided. 

We returned to school having had a wonderful afternoon and are very grateful for being able to share this      

experience together. 

Over the course of Term 2, the children in Oysters have been working with Mrs Rawlings to create their very 

own production of the ‘12 Days of Christmas’, which premiered on Wednesday 5th of December to a full house 

of proud parents.  

The show opened with a musical interlude: a number of children performing piano solos, after which the Oysters 

children all came together to sing ‘Jingle Bells’, accompanied by sleigh bells, and showing off some masterful 

multi-tasking skills! 

Following this was another premiere! A Lego movie, created by the children and shown to their audience of   

parents, who were understandably impressed and very much enjoyed watching the culmination of their         

children’s stop-start animations on the big screen.  

But it didn’t stop there! Mrs Rawlings and the children then treated us to their adapted version of the 12 Days of 

Christmas:  

On the first day of Christmas my teacher gave to me…and then a musical instrument was added in each verse! 

The final verse was especially popular with the audience, as they had to find the instruments hidden under their 

seats and join in with their children, in a lovely, loud verse complete with audience participation!  

The children had also created Christmas hoops which were hung in the Provision to remind them which         

instrument was on each day. 

The show ended to rapturous applause, following the children’s rendition of, “We Wish you a Merry Christmas!” 

using Makaton signing.  

It really was a fantastic show, enjoyed by all. The Oysters’ staff would like to take this opportunity to thank Mrs 

Rawlings for all her hard work and support - and we can’t wait to work with her again next year!  

Reception proudly participated in Whitstable’s first Annual Christmas Tree       

Festival! They dressed their own colourful trees with Christmas themes to deck the 

halls of St Peter’s Church in Sydenham Street. Their wonderful designs were 

spectacularly displayed alongside 35 others from across town. Businesses, 

schools, nurseries and clubs all came together for this wonderful community 

event. Those of us who managed to go thoroughly enjoyed our visit to the church 

on Sunday 16th December, where the church served hot chocolate and we sang 

carols. 

England hockey star VISITS 

On Friday 19th October, children in the Upper School got the chance to meet a local sporting celebrity. Grace 

Balsdon plays hockey for Canterbury Hockey Club, England Hockey and Great   

Britain! She came in to spend the afternoon doing PE with Dali Class and             

Mrs Luckhurst before participating in our assembly where some children were able 

to ask her questions. Who inspired her? How did she get started in hockey? What 

are her ambitions?  

Grace brought her Commonwealth Bronze Medal 

with her and some children were lucky enough to 

see it up close. We found out that Grace has to 

train extremely hard at England's training ground at 

Bisham Abbey, and when she isn't training for    

England Hockey, she is at her local club training at 

Polo Farm, Canterbury.  

Grace has worked hard to get to where she is now and has been playing    

hockey since she was about 8 years old. Her next big target is to make the 

squad that goes to Tokyo for the 2020 Olympics, and she has kindly agreed to 

stay in touch with our school to keep us updated with her progress. Good luck 

from all of us at Joy Lane!  
 

We should like to thank Mrs Luckhurst for making the introduction between Joy 

Lane Primary School and Grace. Her enthusiasm for sport, hockey in particular, 

is impressive and boundless. Thank you.  

Grace Balsdon with some of   
Joy Lane's Sports Leaders 



 

 

The Snack Shack 

Year 2’s MAGICAL CHRISTMAS JOURNEY 

Wake and Shake Competition 

BACK IN TIME! 

LONDON’S BURNING 

This term saw the launch of Joy Lane’s very own healthy Snack 

Shack, offering a range of snacks and drinks for the children of Key 

Stage 2 to buy at break time. This came about as part of our        

ongoing commitment to encourage the children to make healthy 

choices whilst also teaching them about the importance of looking 

after their money. As part of the PSHE Curriculum, we teach the 

children about managing money and becoming ‘savvy consumers’ 

and the Snack Shack allows them to learn to deal with small 

amounts of money in a real-life, supervised situation. Already, the 

children are starting to work out exactly how much change to       

expect. Our prefects do a fine job, every day, making sure that the 

queue keeps moving and have started to make suggestions about 

stock levels based on what they see to be the biggest sellers. The 

Oysters Provision runs its own mini Shack with their older children serving the younger ones.  

Two amazing teams took part in the Wake and Shake Competition 

in Boughton Village Hall representing the school against other 

teams from the area. 

The KS1 team flossed their way into 3rd place and were praised for 

their timing and enthusiasm.  

The KS2 team worked brilliantly together coming 9th out of 12 

teams in a very difficult competition. 

Well done to all the dancers that took part. You were professional, 

talented and brilliant ambassadors for the school. 

WAKE AND SHAKE 

Let’s set the scene… The children are almost ready for Christmas when the magic 

begins to happen. They find they have a talking Christmas tree!  No sooner do they 

mention the need for a star to go on top of this tree, than they are surrounded by 

stars - who also seem able to talk! As if that wasn’t magical enough, one of these 

stars leads the children on an amazing journey, during which they find much more 

than the star to decorate their tree!  

Year 2’s nativity musical 'Magical Christmas Journey' was full of character, warmth 

and humour. Two splendid performances were held on Thursday 13th December 

and   Friday 14th December 2018 to allow parents, carers and friends to share the         

experience. 

Well done to all the children and staff in Year 2! 

As part of our topic ‘London's Burning’, Year 2 have been learning all about the 

important work of the Fire Service.  

We have studied the history of the Great Fire and spoken about safety with and 

around fire.  
 

 

 

 

 

Children in Picasso, Postgate and Potter were able to take part in 

a really exciting and ‘hands-on’ approach to their learning when 

they visited the local Fire Station in Whitstable!  

They were able to explore the Fire Engine and ask any questions.  

We had the chance to meet and talk to the Fire Fighters and find 

out more about their jobs and, most importantly, how to stay safe 

at home.  

We also got to squirt the massive hose! 

Year 3 had a great trip to Kent Life museum in Maidstone on Thursday 22nd November. 

We were off just after 9am with two full coaches of excited children and adults.  

While we were there, we were lucky enough to experience 7 different Stone Aged-based workshops. We learnt 

about beliefs and burials, even having our own pretend 

sacrificial ceremony with chanting and human sacrifices! 

Don’t panic though - no children were actually sacrificed 

and we all came back to school safely that evening. 

We learnt about cave paintings and had a go at creating 

our own using charcoal. It was surprisingly difficult to do. 

We tried to draw around our hands and sketch some  

animals they would have hunted.  

One of the workshops was about how Stone Age people would have hunted 

and travelled. We discovered that they used sheep bladders to carry their  

water! The children agreed they preferred their school water bottles!  

The weapons workshop was exciting and we saw a range of different sharp 

flint and wooden weapons. We learnt how to use a spear and how to sharpen 

it with flint. 

Our favourite part of the day was meeting a real Stone Age man! His name 

was Claw. We saw his shelter made from sticks and animal skins. He didn’t 

speak very well and was not a fan of our modern names so he decided on 

new, Stone Age names for us all. The children ended up with names like 

Mud, Buffalo and even Poo! He told us all about how he lived, what he ate 

and how he used tools. It was very exciting! 

In between all the different workshops, we managed to squeeze in some time to see the farm animals, play in 

the park and even the train ride around the grounds. 

After a long day, we had a few sleepy heads on the coach journey home! We all learnt so much and had so 

much fun at the same time.  What a wonderful day! 

It would not have been possible without the help and support of all our adult helpers. So a big thank you to all 

the parents who came with us and gave up their time to be part of our day. Thank you. 
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JLPS Girls District Tournament  MUSIC ROUND-UP 

Everyone knows the Music Department never takes a rest, and the lead up to Christmas is always an exciting 

time to be one of the team. Having only begun lessons a few months ago, 

this year’s beginners find the Autumn Term a race against time to learn 

all the chords they need to fulfil their ambition of being part of the Guitar 

Orchestra in the final week of term. The end of term assembly is a super 

whole-school party filled with music, and only the commitment of many 

musicians, both staff and pupils, makes it such a success. New for this 

year was the KS2 Carols Around The Christmas Tree concert in collaboration with Seasalter Christian Centre's 

Christingle Service and the fantastic attendance by pupils and families meant the beautiful carol singing of the 

Joy Lane Community was loud enough to be heard even in the nearby houses!   

 

With very few rehearsals left before our big trip to the O2 in February, our Young 

Voices choir have been practising twice weekly so they can memorise all 4 pages 

of lyrics in time! As well as all these songs, the choir has also managed to find time 

to rehearse some carols and take themselves out into the Community to share the 

Christmas joy. In aid of Demelza House, the choir sang at Tesco while collecting 

pennies, and we also visited St Martin’s Care Home residents for an afternoon of 

singing together. Many of the staff and residents were happy to join in and even 

shook some bells along with our music.  

 

We have been just as busy in the classrooms, djembe drumming to classic pop hits with Year 4 as they learned 

to improvise with confidence. One of this term’s classroom highlights has to be the grand Oyster project to     

record a soundtrack for a Lego mini-movie. All the children from Moore, Mackintosh and Morris had great fun 

contributing voices and musical sound effects of their own creation. The mini-movie premiered at their 12 Days 

of Oysters Christmas show on 5th December.  

 

Rehearsals for the School of Rock musical next summer have been ongoing and 

we are very proud of how well we are progressing with songs and scenes.  

Watch this space… 

 

The girls headed off excitedly to the University of Kent for the annual District Football Tournament. They were 

unsure of what to expect but were in high spirits and full of enthusiasm. After a useful warm up, the girls were 

soon ready to take on their group matches. The results were as follows: 
 

JLPS v Reculver 1-0 

JLPS v St Peter’s 0-0 

JLPS v Blean 2-0 

JLPS v Whitstable Jnrs 2-0 
 

Topping their group with 11 points, the girls took on Bridge in the quarter final 

round. Unfortunately, Bridge was awarded a penalty which was saved by   

Dottie but the rebound shot hit the back of the net! Unable to get a goal back, 

the Joy Lane girls conceded the game. 

It was a thoroughly enjoyable tournament to watch and our girls have shown 

much promise for the rest of the season. They worked extremely well as a 

team and were very disciplined with their formation, which all amounted to a 

fantastic performance from each player. 
 

Match day squad: 

Kayla, Sophie, Liene, Dottie, Amy, Jess, Scarlett, Olivia, Evie, Tallulah 

Roar 2018 is an exciting ideas competition for Primary Schools and is being run and organised by the ideas 

company 7billionsideas in partnership with the Lions clubs in the UK.  
 

Earlier in the year, Joy Lane were sponsored by the Whitstable Lions to take 

part in this exciting competition which required the children to come up with a 

world-changing idea. Each class in Key Stage 2 went through different stages 

in their production, such as designing, creating, advertising and presenting.  
 

A winning group from each year group was chosen: Year 3 with the mood 

changing clothes; Year 4 with the robotic dog designed to pick up plastic    

rubbish; Year 5 with the Lazy Chef, a 

chair that makes all your dinners for you; and Year 6, with the Eco-Tap, 

a timed tap to reduce water wastage. 
 

After a very difficult decision, the Year 6 group idea - the Eco Tap - was 

taken forward to the finals. Along with lots of other children from different 

schools, the group had to set up their stall and sell their idea to the   

judges with a persuasive pitch. While we didn’t win the finals, we are 

very proud of the children’s amazing idea and team work. Well done!  
 

The Whitstable Lions will return in January to present all the finalists with 

certificates and celebrate their hard work.  

ROAR - seven billion ideas 2018 

Mrs Harkins with members from the Lions Club 

Joy Lane Primary School Facebook Page 

FACEBOOK 

Thirty wonderfully vocal Years 4, 5 and 6 children from the Young   

Voices Choir (escorted by four musically gifted Staff) travelled to Tesco 

to sing in aid of Demelza House Hospice.  

Positioned in two mini choirs in front of the Christmas tree on a special 

red ‘stage’ and accompanied musically by the very talented teachers 

and two awesome pupils on the guitar, they delighted shoppers with a      

selection of authentic Christmas carols to collect money for the Demelza 

Charity. 

Frankly, we rocked! Decked out in our best Santa hats, Rudolph antlers, 

Christmas tree bobbles and lights, we were a sight to delight even Scrooge and Marley, should they be walking 

down the ‘veggie’ aisle. 

Such a lovely time was had by all as we reprised our performance in the minibus on the way ‘home’! 

Carol Singing at Tesco 
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